Threshold characteristics of the human auditory brain stem response.
Auditory brain stem responses (ABRs) were recorded from ten normal-hearing subjects in response to 100-microseconds clicks from a TDH 49 earphone at a rate of 48 pps and at levels randomly varied in 2-dB steps between 34 and 52 dB p.e. SPL. At each level, 10 000 epochs were averaged with use of a weighted concept and a running estimate was made of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This quantity was used to detect the presence of the ABR and the median threshold was found at 38 dB p.e. SPL. The mean averaged background noise level was 11.3 nVrms, and the "true" ABRrms amplitude function crossed this value at 35.5 dB p.e. SPL, which indicates the level where the SNR = 1. By extrapolation, it was found that the ABR amplitude became zero at 32 dB p.e. SPL. The perceptual thresholds of the click were estimated by means of a modified block up-down procedure, and the median value was found at 33 dB p.e. SPL. The slope of the amplitude function and the magnitude of the averaged background noise are the two factors responsible for the ABR threshold sensitivity, which thus depends on both physiological and technical parameters. Therefore, these have to be considered together with the method of detection when the ABR is used to indicate the hearing sensitivity.